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Why should we include cosmological observables in global fits?
We did not need it so far, did we?
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I From cosmological measurements: DM is cold, collisionless and has constant
abundance Ωcdmh2 = 0.1199

I These measurements are only sensitive for T . MeV (after BBN)
I For higher temperatures, the abundance can vary (cf. WIMP-paradigm)

I Dark matter (mDM ≈ GeV − TeV) and SM are in thermal equilibrium in the early universe
I Connection freezes out at T ' mDM/20 and the abundance becomes constant.

I (Naive conclusion) “Hardly anything new to learn from cosmology in a WIMP global fit”

I This picture changes when going beyond the WIMP
I Subcomponent that decays around recombination can leave imprints on the CMB
I Light dark matter is still ‘active’ at time scales probed by cosmology
I Self interacting DM influences structure formation
I . . .
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Adding extra relativistic degrees of freedom after ν decoupling
Dynamically changing ∆Neff and η

I Radiation domination: The expansion rate H is dominated by the energy density of
relativistic particles

I For times around and after BBN only neutrinos and photons are relativistic

ρrad(Tγ) =

1 + Neff

7
8

(
Tν

Tγ

)4 ργ(Tγ)

with Neff : effective number of neutrino species

I Assuming only standard model yields Neff = 3.046 and Tν
Tγ

=
(

4
11

) 1
3

What if there is more than just standard model physics?

I Define ∆Neff ≡ Neff − 3.046
I Example: Non-relativistic decaying subcomponent of DM at sub-MeV scale with a

typical lifetime between BBN and recombination
I Assume decay only into photons→ Changes ργ relative to ρν
I Additional energy in photon heat bath alters Tν/Tγ, compensated by adjusting Neff

(Function of Tγ)
I Moreover: Decay into photons changes nγ relative to nb

I The Baryon-to-photon-ratio η becomes temperature-dependent

I Alternative: Assume additional (decoupled) species of (dark) radiation
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Cosmological constraint on a non-standard radiation content
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I A time-dependence in ∆Neff and η (?)
I ‘BBN’ and ‘Planck + BAO’ measure ∆Neff and η at different times in cosmological history
I Both dataset combination prefer slightly different regions of the ∆Neff–η plane
I Neff and η might be time-dependent

I The physics behind ∆Neff matters
I Dark radiation can only lead to ∆Neff ≥ 0
I ∆Neff ≤ 0 is only allowed for modified Tν/Tγ
I The physics dictates the implicit prior on ∆Neff and affects the results on other parameters

(e.g. H0 posterior)
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Performing a consistent scan
How it works in principle

1. Calculate the theoretical primordial abundances for given ∆Neff and η
2. Helium abundance is essential for the thermal history leading to recombination

I Consistently use of the prediction from BBN as input for the thermal history of recombination

3. The thermal history determines the BAO scales and affects (among other things) the
CMB spectrum.

4. Fit the predictions for the primordial abundance, CMB spectra, BAO scales against a
global likelihood

Ltot = LBAO · LBBN · LCMB · . . .

I Most codes only work in a limited physics scope:
I AlterBBN, ... for step 1
I CLASS, ... for steps 2 and 3
I MontePython, plc, ... for step 4

I Is it possible to have a software which keeps track of the required temporal order of the
codes and sets the inputs for each code consistently?

Yes. The answer you’re looking for is GAMBIT
– The Global And Modular BSM Inference Tool –
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CosmoBit in a nutshell
For more details follow Tomas’ GAMBIT talk on Friday

User specifies models
  + Parameter ranges
  + Priors

User specifies likelihoods
 + observables

GAMBIT fills the
blanks automatically

or with the help of the
user, if needed

BBN calculations

Cosmological
calculations

I As part of GAMBIT, CosmoBit has a modular structure (collection of capabilities)
I Capabilities are small pieces of code that serve a single purpose
I A capability can have more than one implementation (e.g. use of different backends)
I Capabilities can have dependencies on other capabilities
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Inflationary models with GAMBIT
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I For the primordial power spectrum, the user can either use a "phenomenological"
power law

Pζ(k) ' As

(
k
k?

)ns−1

,

or use the primordial power spectrum derived from the inflaton potential V(φ) with
MultiModeCode

I Either form of the primordial power spectrum can be processed by (Exo)CLASS
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BBN constraints with GAMBIT
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I Interface to AlterBBN takes theoretical uncertainties on the predicted abundances into
account

I These come from uncertainties in the reaction rates and uncertainties in the neutron
lifetime

I The neutron lifetime affects Ωbh2 / η
I Laboratory measurements (in PrecisionBit) can be used to constrain the neutron

lifetime
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CMB energy injection for custom DM models in GAMBIT
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I The deposition efficiency f (z) (fraction of energy rate deposited into the primordial
plasma to the rate injected at given redshift z) is given by the yield dN

dE of photons,
electrons and positrons in the model of interest (can be used in ExoCLASS)

fc(z) =

∞∫
z
d ln (1 + z′) (1+z′)α

H(z′)
∑
`

m∫
0
dE T (`)

c (z′, z, E)E dN(E,t(z))
dEdt

∣∣∣∣(`)
inj.

(1+z)α
H(z)

m∫
0
dE E dN(E,t(z))

dEdt

∣∣∣∣tot.

inj.

I Currently, CosmoBit supports monochromatic s-wave annihilation (left plot) and decays
(right plot) into γγ, e+e−, and their mixture

I Future versions will support more general scenarios and use the yields of DarkBit
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Updated constraints on the lightest neutrino mass
[2009.03287]
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I Cosmology can only constrain the total mass of all neutrinos (Σ mν)
I Neutrino oscillation experiments (in NeutrinoBit) can not constrain the absolute mass

scale
I Combined the capabilities of CosmoBit and NeutrinoBit allows to set a constrain on the

lightest neutrino mass mν0
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Summary

I Many dark matter scenarios beyond the WIMP paradigm have a rich phenomenology
on cosmological observables

I CosmoBit is the newest module in the GAMBIT framework
I Existing likelihoods and observables of other GAMBIT modules (DarkBit, NeutrinoBit,

PrecisionBit, ...) can be used.
I Following the modular spirit of GAMBIT, new backends can easily be implemented as

alternatives to the existing ones
I Currently, there are interfaces to AlterBBN, DarkAges, (Exo)CLASS, MontePython,

MultiModeCode, and plc
I Many new cosmological likelihoods: BBN, CMB, late-time observables
I ...

I We are just getting started – There is more to come

I In case you are interested in CosmoBit / GAMBIT
I Visit https://gambit.hepforge.org
I The module paper [arXiv:2009.03286] has a rich appendix with tutorials and technical

details to help you become a real GAMBIT-eer. Check it out
I There is tutorial this afternoon (Room B, 14:30–15:30)
I Don’t miss the talk and the tutorial by Tomas and Sanjay on Friday

Thank You
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